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Transformability 10:16
Nocturne 6:57
Prelude # 4 7:32
Reflection 10:48
Old Town 7:29
Aura 9:34
Prelude # 3 5:45

«Pianist and composer Dimitry Ilugdin’s trio is at the
forefront of Moscow’s exciting contemporary jazz
scene. Their impressive technique, taste, finesse and
imagination are grounded in the Russian jazz tradition
with the freshness of today’s newspaper headlines.
Their versatile skills are wonderfully demonstrated
on the trio’s new album, Reflection»

Total Time: 58:26

Bob Weir, Jazz Journalist & Researcher.
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Dmitry Ilugdin piano
Victor Shestak double bass
Petr Ivshin drums
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as on themselves. And Reflection offers
its listeners space for self-reflection.
Music like this – should never end!

There is telepathy and empathy in this band and
they communicate effortlessly. Petr Ivshin, who
plays magnificently throughout the album, opens

Aura, in 7/4 time (apart from the coda in 4/4)
is a bright entity with ostinato bass and left hand
piano riffs, developing into a section of pure
swinging jazz before returning to the profoundly
punctuated theme.
as a rule, from the compositions that I write
for cinema or TV.”
It is sweet and delicate, an appropriate
conclusion to an exceptional album.
Here are three principal protagonists who
focus their ears as much on their companions

calming and sonorously sumptuous.
The choice of C# major as the home key
further lends a classical tone to the piece.
Prelude #4 also employs classical devices
with its pivotal 3-chord motif and Victor
Shestak’s delightful descending bass lines.
There is telepathy and empathy in this
band and they communicate effortlessly.
Petr Ivshin, who plays magnificently
throughout the album, opens Old Town
with muted drums that set the tone for yet
another melodically and harmonically rich
composition with yet another tremendous
solo from Dmitry, person and piano – as
one. Dmitry: “This is a very illustrative tune,
depicting Jerusalem, a place that I love very
much.”
Aura, in 7/4 time (apart from the coda in
4/4) is a bright entity with ostinato bass and
left hand piano riffs, developing into a section
of pure swinging jazz before returning to the
profoundly punctuated theme.
Prelude #3 also sits very comfortably midst
jazz and classical genres. Dmitry: “I should
say that all my preludes represent cinema
scores. All these chamber pieces are born,

In fact, the whole album invites us to appreciate
the inner workings of the trio’s mindset or
‘groupthink’. Nocturne (evocative of the night)
is a lovingly crafted composition; calming and
sonorously sumptuous. The choice of C# major
as the home key further lends a classical tone to
the piece. Prelude #4 also employs classical devices
with its pivotal 3-chord motif and Victor Shestak’s
delightful descending bass lines.

Old Town with muted drums that set the tone
for yet another melodically and harmonically rich
composition with yet another tremendous solo from
Dmitry, person and piano – as one. Dmitry: “This is
a very illustrative tune, depicting Jerusalem, a place
that I love very much.”

Prelude #3 also sits very comfortably midst jazz and
classical genres. Dmitry: “I should say that all my
preludes represent cinema scores. All these chamber
pieces are born, as a rule, from the compositions
that I write for cinema or TV.”
It is sweet and delicate, an appropriate conclusion
to an exceptional album.
Here are three principal protagonists who focus
their ears as much on their companions as on
themselves. And Reflection offers its listeners space
for self-reflection. Music like this – should never end!
Dmitry Ilugdin – piano
Victor Shestak – double bass
Petr Ivshin – drums
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Pianist Ilugdin is very clear about
the direction he and his trio are moving
towards. He writes: “Reflection”, the title
track, shows the style I gravitate to in a most
vivid way, a style where composition has
the priority. It’s more refined [than the trio’s
former album] in respect of form, and more
separated from mainstream jazz.”
There is indeed a classical music feel to
these highly evocative pieces. The music
is descriptively conceived, with flowing
rhythms and elegantly stated themes.
Transformability opens with a lively
statement in 5/4 time and graduates to
sections in 11/4 adequately displaying
the technical mastery and emotional
input of these superb musicians. There is
a tantalisingly ‘slow motion’ coda which
describes the piece’s harmonic structure.
Dmitry: “It is an allegoric idea of time, brevity,
eternity, and one’s place in relation
to the Universe.”
In fact, the whole album invites us to
appreciate the inner workings of the trio’s
mindset or ‘groupthink’. Nocturne (evocative
of the night) is a lovingly crafted composition;

There is indeed a classical music feel to these
highly evocative pieces. The music is descriptively
conceived, with flowing rhythms and elegantly
stated themes. Transformability opens with a lively
statement in 5/4 time and graduates to sections in
11/4 adequately displaying the technical mastery
and emotional input of these superb musicians.
There is a tantalisingly ‘slow motion’ coda which
describes the piece’s harmonic structure. Dmitry:
“It is an allegoric idea of time, brevity, eternity,
and one’s place in relation to the Universe.”
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Pianist Dmitry Ilugdin is very clear about the
direction he and his trio are moving towards.
He writes: “Reflection, the title track, shows the
style I gravitate to in a most vivid way, a style where
composition has the priority. It’s more refined
[than the trio’s former album] in respect of form,
and more separated from mainstream jazz.”
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All compositions by Dmitry Ilugdin
Recorded July 2017 by Andrey Levin at Tonstudio Mosfilm, Moscow, Russia
Mixed and mastered August 2017 by Alexey Belov at Sound Service Studio, Moscow
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